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Faddeev's equations in differential form: Completeness of physical and 
spurious solutions and spectral properties 
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Faddeev type equations are considered in differential form as eigenvalue equations for non-self-
adjoint channel space (matrix) Hamiltonians HF . For these equations in both the spatially 
confined and infinite systems, the nature of the spurious (nonphysical) solutions is obvious. 
Typically, these together with the physical solutions (given extra technical assumptions) generate 
a regular biorthogonal system for the channel space. This property may be used to provide an 
explicit functional calculus for the then real eigenvalue scalar spectral HF , to show that ± iHF 
generate uniformly bounded Co semigroups and to simply relate H F to self-adjoint Hamiltonian-
like operators. These results extend to the four-channel Faddeev type equations where the 
breakup channel is included explicitly. 
PACS numbers: 03.6S.Nk 
J. INTRODUCTION 
The Faddeev-1ike equations will be discussed here with-
in the more general framework of arrangement channel 
quantum mechanics (see Kouri, Levin, and Krugerl) for N-
distinguishable particles. The channels are defined to be par-
titions of the particle labels into clusters (irrespective of the 
stability of these clusters). Let Hbe the N-particle Hamilton-
ian (with center of mass kinetic energy removed for spatially-
infinite systems) acting on a Hilbert space JY'. The most sig-
nificant feature of the theory is the decomposition of H into 
channel components HaP such that 
2: HaP = H for all f3 (Ll) 
a 
and a, f3 belong to the subset of channels of interest (see 
Hoffman, Kouri and Top2). The matrix H with components 
HaP is called the channel-space Hamiltonian. The Hamil-
tonian H may be decomposed into kinetic and potential ener-
gy parts as H = T + V. Similarly the a channel Hamiltonian 
Ha may be decomposed as H" = T + Va' where Va is the 
sum of the interparticle potentials internal to the clusters of 
a (Kowalske). The sum of residual interactions between par-
ticles in different clusters of a is denoted by va = V - Va so 
H = Ha + va for all a. Typically H is not self-adjoint or 
even normal and for pairwise interactions is chosen so that 
H"a = Ha for all a. For this class of decompositions we 
write 
H = Ho+ V, (1.2) 
where [HolaP = 8ap H{3 and V is off-diagonal. Furthermore, 
the potentials in va are distributed between [V] pa for differ-
ent f3 #a so that the scattering equations corresponding to 
this choice of H have a kernel for which some iterate is "con-
nected" (Kowalski,3 Polyzou and Redish,4 Evans5). The pre-
scription (1.1) incorporates the Faddeev6 equations, the 
Baer-Kouri-Levin-Tobocman (BKLT)7 channel coupling 
decomposition and a transposed form of the Bencze-Re-
alOperated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Iowa State University 
under contract No. W -7405-eng-82. This research was supported by the 
Director for Energy Research, Office of Basic Energy Science, WP AS-O 1-
03-01-2. 
dish-Sloan (BRS)5.K-IO equations. 
Let a vector in the channel space '(/ = ill f(' on which H 
(l 
operates be denoted by '11 with Hilbert space components 
I ifJ" >. A class of equivalent norms on ((; may be induced 
naturally from the ,W'-norm. 5 The channel-space form of the 
time-independent Schrodinger equation may be written as 
H'I1 = it '11. (1.3) 
lt then follows from (1.1) that either2 
II '/fa) #0, (H - it ),2:1 '/f,,) = 0 ( 1.4) 
(l a 
or 
( 1.5) 
The former are called physical solutions since La 1 '/f" > is a 
Hilbert space eigenfunction for H so it = EER. The latter are 
called spurious solutions. This characterization applies to 
both normalizable and wavelike solutions. 
For a spatially-infinite system, the imbedding of N-par-
ticle bound-cluster H eigensolutions into normalizable phys-
ical H eigenvectors is not clear from general arguments. This 
must be verified explicitly for each H as will be done in the 
Faddeev case. Possibly complex eigenvalue normalizable 
spurious solutions may exist in general. 11-14 It has been dem-
onstrated previously that no such solutions exist in the Fad-
deev case.6 For general H, it is typically assumed that there 
exists a unique imbedding of all two-cluster H scattering 
solutions into wavelike physical H eigensolutions (if the cor-
responding a appears in the channel decomposition). A pos-
sibly nonunique imbedding of multicluster scattering solu-
tions is also typically assumed. From these we may pick a 
subset in one-to-one correspondence with the H solutions to 
be kept as physical H solutions and replace the rest with real 
eigenvalue wavelike spurious solutions. 2•5 These are simply 
"numerically spurious" linear combinations, e.g., differ-
ences, of imbedded scattering solutions corresponding to the 
same H solution but with asymptotic part chosen in different 
channel components. Thus they do not have physical asymp-
totic boundary conditions. In the Faddeev case they will be 
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obtained directly and have simple plane wave structure. 
Traditionally, the spatially-infinite Faddeev equations 
are regarded as having no spurious solutions. Implicit in this 
statement is the requirement that, in addition to (1.3) and 
,( 1.5) such solutions must satisfy the homogeneous form of 
Faddeev's integral equations. This result rules out normali-
zable spurious solutions, as indicated previously, but not the 
wavelike ones described above which satisfy an inhomoge-
neous form of the integral equations. 
For the spatially confined case it is possible to show that 
the (point) spectrum of H is imbedded into the (point) spec-
trum of H. However, in general no simple imbedding proce-
dure for H eigensolutions is available and little is known 
about spurious solutions. These solutions will be analyzed 
completely in the Faddeev case. 
A question of primary interest for any arrangement-
channel Hamiltonian is that of the completeness and basis 
properties of the physical and spurious solutions on the 
channel space. By completeness of a set of vectors which 
may be normalizable and/or unnormalizable, we mean that 
any vector in '?! can be approximated in norm as a possibly 
partly continuous linear combination of these vectors. Note 
that for nonorthogonal sets there exists a distinction between 
completeness and the basis property. The latter is stronger, 
requiring that any vector in'?! can be represented as a unique 
possibly partly continuous linear combination of basis vec-
tors (convergence in norm implied). Certain natural require-
ments on the imbedding of physical solutions necessary and 
sufficient for these completeness and basis properties are de-
tailed in Appendix A. 
Should the basis property hold, then it is natural to de-
velop a functional calculus for the (scalar spectral) operator 
H.5 Since H is not self-adjoint or normal, it is necessary to 
obtain the biorthogonal dual eigenvectors separately. We de-
note a vector in the dual channel space'?!' by;' with compo-
nents (t, I and its action on 'liE'?! by 
(1.6) 
The dual eigenvectors of H satisfy 
(;', H'II) = A. (;', 'II) for all 'IIEdom(H) (1.7) 
or 
H';' = A. ;', ( 1.8) 
where H' denotes the (Banach space) dual ofH. We shall 
make use of the general result that a biorthorgonal dual to 
the H eigenvector corresponding to a Hilbert space solution 
IIJI (E ) is given by 
<t (E)a I = < IJI(E)I for all a. (1.9) 
These ideas will be developed for the Faddeev equations. For 
a discussion of these and other results for general H opera-
tors, e.g., c1osedness, spectral theory, semigroup theory, ... , 
the reader is referred to previous work. 5 
Faddeev's equations in differential form with pairwise 
interactions are considered first for a spatially confined sys-
tem in Sec. II. Here the spectrum is discrete.5 The imbedding 
of H eigensolutions and existence of real eigenvalue spurious 
solutions are examined in detail here. Except where there is 
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an "accidental" coincidence of physical and spurious eigen-
values resulting in the "loss" of a physical eigenvector, these 
solutions together are complete and, with an extra technical 
assumption, form a basis on '?!. Thus the program outlined 
earlier may be implemented to first construct biorthogonal 
dual vectors and then a functional calculus for the real eigen-
value scalar spectral (*-self-adjoint) Faddeev Hamiltonian 
Hp. The structure and properties of HF are further elucidat-
ed here. 
In the third section, the analogous treatment is given for 
the spatially-infinite case where the weak (unnormalizable) 
scattering solutions must be considered. Here the real eigen-
value spurious solutions are all plane wavelike, as may be 
easily verified directly. These results are extended in a num-
ber of ways in the fourth section to allow for true three-body 
forces. 
In the concluding section we remark on the cluster in-
terpretation of the wave function components as previously 
elucidated by L'Huillier, Redish, and Tandy. 15 Some obser-
vations are made for the more general Faddeev-like equa-
tions of these authors. The role of the Faddeev example in 
clarifying the structure of more general H is discussed and 
particularly its application to the analysis of related Hamil-
tonians, e.g., the three-particle BKLT. 
II. FADDEEV'S EQUATIONS FOR A SPATIALLY 
CONFINED SYSTEM 
We consider a spatially confined system of three parti-
cles. The confinement may be achieved by the inclusion in 
the Hamiltonian of an external potential Ve which goes to 
+ 00 as any of the particles approach the (piecewise smooth) 
boundary JR of some region R. Alternatively, we may sup-
pose that the Hilbert and channel-space wave functions are 
defined on the interior of a box and a periodic boundary 
condition is imposed at the walls. If the potentials have a 
range greater than the box size, then they are regarded as 
suitably treated. Many of the relevant mathematical con-
cepts used to describe the structure of H F (or H) are most 
conveniently introduced first here where the spectrum is dis-
crete. 5 This type of problem is also important for applica-
tions to statistical mechanics of reactive systems where a 
convenient representation is first required for a confined sys-
tem of a finite number of particles. 2.16 It will be clear from 
the following analysis that some aspects of the interpretation 
of the components of the physical channel-space eigenvec-
tors will carryover from the spatially infinite case. 15.16 
First we exhibit a simple formula for the imbedding of 
H eigensolutions into physical HF eigenvectors. A set of real 
eigenvalue spurious solutions providing a basis for .Y' are 
obtained by inspection after rearranging the Faddeev equa-
tions. Together these are complete and, with an extra techni-
cal assumption, form a basis on '?! provided there is no "acci-
dental" coincidence of eigenvalues of the full and 
noninteracting Hilbert space Hamiltonians. Exploiting the 
simple structure of the spurious solutions in this case, we 
may obtain explicit expressions for the biorthogonal spur-
ious dual eigenvectors (as well as the physical ones). Also a 
functional calculus for the real eigenvalue scalar spectral (*-
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self-adjoint) HF is readily obtained which, in particular, al-
lows the analysis of semigroup properties. The structure of 
HF is further elucidated by exhibiting a self-adjoint Hamil-
tonian-like operator to which HI' is "equivalent." 
The particles are labeled 1,2, 3, and we assume that 
they interact through pairwise potentials. Following the 
usual convention, the interaction potential between particles 
i and} is labeled Vk where k # i,} and k also labels the channel 
(k )(ij). In differential form, the analog ofFaddeev's equations 
(for the spatially confined region) have the form 
(\ tJll») HF'I1 = A '11, with '11 = \ tJl2 ) I tJl3 > (2.1) 
For a system confined by an external potential as de-
scribed above, '11 is defined on Rand 
HF = He + VI' (2.2) 
where He and V F may be chosen as 
(
T+ Ve + VI 
H = 0 e 
o 
and 
Vp =(~2 ~I 
V3 V3 
Implicitly the 'I1\aR = O. 
o 
T+ Ve + V2 
o 
(2.3) 
For the periodic problem, '11 is defined on the interior of 
a box with periodic boundary conditions imposed at the 
walls and 
(
T+ VI 
Ho= 0 
o 
o ) o , 
T+~ 
(2.4) 
(2.S) 
and with V I' defined as above. In both these cases T is the 
total kinetic energy of the three particles. The periodic prob-
lem has some special features reminiscent of an infinite sys-
tem. In contrast to a system with a confining external poten-
tial, the center of mass kinetic energy operator may be 
naturally separated from the rest of the Hilbert or channel-
space Hamiltonian resulting in a separation of variables fac-
torization of the eigenfunctions. One part is a plane wave in 
the center of mass variable and provides a discrete center of 
mass kinetic energy contribution to the total energy. The 
other depends on the internal (e.g., Jacobi) variables and pro-
vides a discrete contribution from the relative motion to the 
total energy. Another feature of the periodic problem remi-
niscent of an infinite system is that the states involving a true 
bound cluster of all particle, should they exist, are "dynami-
cally disconnected" from the states involving smaller clus-
ters, e.g., in the three-particle periOdic system the true three-
particle bound clusters never dissociate into one- or two-
particle clusters and are never formed from these. Again this 
property is not true if we introduce an external wall 
potential. 
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The analysis of the channel-space equations for both 
spatially confined problems is similar so we present in detail 
here only the case with a confining external potential. In 
integral equation form, essentially the only difference be-
tween these two cases occurs in the various Green's func-
tions through the eigenfunctions providing their spectral re-
presentation. Since with an external potential, the boundary 
conditions on the wave functions are made explicit by incor-
porating the external potential in the Green's functions, this 
case is notationally more convenient to consider. Here 
H = T + Ve + l:i = I Vk and the corresponding Hilbert 
space Schrodinger equation 
H\tJI) =EltJI) (\tJI)\aR =0) (2.6) 
has a complete orthonormal set of solutions, \ tJI (n), in cW' 
which are labeled by an index n and have discrete real eigen-
values En. 
Let us suppose first that none of the En "accidently" 
coincides with the eigenvalues of the noninteracting Hamil-
tonian He = T + Ve' Now consider the imbedding of solu-
tions (2.6) into the solution set of the corresponding Faddeev 
equations (2.1). It is clear that \ tJI (n) must satisfy the homo-
geneous integral equation 
ItJI(n) = Ge(EM)V I tJI(n), (2.7) 
where V=l:7=, Vi and Ge(z) = (z-He)-'. There is, of 
course, no inhomogeneous term since En - He is invertible. 
The corresponding channel-space vector 'I1(n) is defined to 
have components 
(2.8) 
(cf. L'HuiIlier et al. '5 j. It will be assumed here the potentials 
are such that \ tJlj(n) is normalizable for all n, e.g., H e -
bounded will do. From (2.7), it is a trivial matter to show that 
'I1(n) satisfies the differential equation 
(2.9) 
and the homogeneous integral equation 
(2.10) 
with G
e 
(z) = (z - He) - I provided En is not an eigenvalue of 
He' Otherwise a modified inhomogeneous integral equation 
for 'I1(n) must be constructed. 
Next we consider the spurious solutions. It is conve-
nient to rewrite the Faddeev equations (2.1) in the form 
(ti - (T + Ve)ltJlk ) = v{tI1tJIj»). 
k=1,2,3. (2.11) 
By definition the right-hand side of each equation is identi-
cally zero for the spurious solutions. Let us denote a com-
plete orthonormal set of solutions of 
HeltJI) = (T+ VelltJI) =A 11/1) (iW)laR = 0) (2.12) 
by \~ (n) where A = E~ is the corresponding real eigenval-
ue. For certain simple choices of Ve , we can write them down 
explicitly. (e.g., ifVe corresponds toa box, then the \~ (n) are 
given in terms of sinusoidal functions.) A set of spurious 
solutions forming a basis on .Y = ! 'I1E'G': l:] = I I tJlj > = 0 l 
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can now be chosen as ! c!»1(n), c!»2(n) I where 
c!»'(n) = 6'ItP (n) i = 1,2, (2.13) 
where 9' = (8 ~ ,8 i ,8 ~ f, i = 1, 2 are linearly independent 
numerical spurious vectors, i.e., ~J = 18 J = 0, i = 1, 2. 
These spurious solutions satisfy the differential equation 
HFc!»i(n) = E~c!»'(n) i = 1,2, 
and the homogeneous integral equation 
c!»i(n) = Ge(E~)V Fc!»'(n) i = 1,2, 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
provided E ~ is not an eigenvalue of He. Otherwise a modi-
fied inhomogeneous integral equation for c!»i(n) must be 
constructed. 
Since all the physical solutions are imbedded in 'G' and 
! c!»1(n), c!»2(n) I span Y, it follows from the discussion of Ap-
pendix A that [\fI(n), c!»1(n), c!»2(nll are complete on 'G', i.e., 
any vector in 'G' can be approximated arbitrarily closely by 
finite linear combinations of these. 
Next we consider the biorthogonal dual eigenvectors of 
HF which satisfy 
H;"~' =A ~'. (2.16) 
A discussion of this equation has been given by Sandhas. 17 
The solutions ~'(n) of (2.16) corresponding to the \fI(n) are 
characterized by having all components equal (cf. Sec. I), i.e., 
3 
(~'(n)t = I (if!dn)1 = (if!(n)l, forallj. (2.17) 
k=1 
Then 
H;"~/(n) = En ~'(n). 
the cf>i(n), \fI(m) and ~'(n) satisfy the biorthogonal 
relationships2,5, 1 8-20 
(~'(n), \fI(m)) = am •n , 
(~'(n), cf>'(m)) = 0. 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
We aim to complete this biorthogonal system by construct-
ing vectors ~"(n), i = 1,2, which are dual vectors to the spur-
ious solutions, satisfying 
(~"(n), \fI(m)) = 0, 
(2.20) 
(~i'(n), c1i(m)) = t5m,na,J' 
If we assume that for some class of potentials, all/ 2 linear 
combinations of\fl(n) converge in norm (/2 assumption), then 
[\fI(n), c!»1(n), c!»2(n)} form a basis for C{J in addition to being 
complete. 21 Furthermore the ~i'(m) are uniquely prescribed 
by (2.20) and it is easily verified that5 
(2.21) 
The set [~'(n), ~I'(n), ~2/(n) J is called the associated sequence 
of coefficient functionals l9 for (\fI(n), cf>1(n), cf>2(nll. We shall 
not investigate here the range of validity of the /2 assump-
tion. Note however that the /2 convergence is certainly al-
ways true for the sum of the components. From the Hahn-
Banach theorem,22 the existence and uniqueness of the ~i'(n) 
follows if each c!»'(n) is a finite distance from the span of the 
other eigenvectors. The need here is to guarantee the separa-
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tion of the closure of the span of the \fI(n) from nonzero vec-
tors in Y. 
These results may be expressed succinctly as: 
Theorem 1: Under the /2 assumption, the set I ~'(n), 
;1 'In), S21(n); \fI(n), cf>1(n), cf>2(n)j is a regular biorthogonal sys-
tem for 'G' providing a resolution of the identity 
2 
1 = I\fI(n)~'(n) + I Icf>i(n)~"(n). (2.22) 
n i= 1 n 
Furthermore, the sum over any subset of terms in (2.22) gives 
a bounded (non-self-adjoint) projection operator onto an 
HF-invariant subspace of CC;. 
Proof Equation (2.22) follows from the previous discus-
sion, as does the projection operator property. We remark 
that boundedness for finite sums is obvious and boundedness 
for any subset of terms is proved by taking an approximating 
sequence of finite sums and using the Banach-Steinhaus 
theorm. 22 0 
From Theorem 1, in particular, the projection 
operators 
p = ~\fI(n)~'(n), (Q = ,t ~ c!»'(n)~"(n)) (2.23) 
for the physical (spurious) solutions are bounded. We now 
use these facts to give an explicit construction of the dual 
eigenvectors ~"(n) corresponding to the spurious solutions. 
Pick 63 to be any vector such that ~J = 1 8 J :fO, 6 i i = 1,2 as 
previously. Let f 6., 62, 63; Xl', Xl', X3 /} be a complete 
biorthogonal system in R3, then X3 / = ell, 1, I), Next define 
dual vectors 
~i'(n) = (tP (n)lx" i = 1,2, (2.24) 
then 
(2.25) 
so 
~i'(n) = ~i'(n)Q 
= ~i'(n) _ ~i'(n)P (2.26) 
= ~i'(n) - I(~i'(n), \fI(m))~'(m). 
rn 
The right-hand side is given in terms of known vectors and 
the sum converges since P is bounded. 
The structure of H F is described by 
Theorem 2: Under the /2 assumption, a countably addi-
tive resolution of the identity (spectral family) for HF is given 
by 
2 
E(a) = I \fI(n)~'(n) + I I cf>i(n)~i'(n), (2.27) 
EME8 i = 1 E?,Eb 
where t5 are Borel sets in the complex plane; (here, on the real 
line would suffice), Thus HF is a spectral operator. 5 
Furthermore 
HF\fI = I En (t 'In), \fI)\fI(n) 
n 
2 
+ L L E~(~i'(n), \fI)cf>'(n) 
;= 1 n 
(2.28) 
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where 'IIEdom(HF) and ~ (HF) is an open set containing the 
spectrum of HF. Thus HF is also scalar spectra1. 5•23 
Proof These results have been discussed previously for 
general H.5 We remark that the proof of the scalar spectral 
property uses that HF is closed for potentials ofinterest. 0 
The difference between the spectral and scalar spectral 
properties for an arbitrary operator is described in Appendix 
B. As a corollary of Theorem 2, we have that HF is *-self-
adjoint where the involution * is associated with the conju-
gate linear duality mapping D: 'If ~'If' given by 
D'II(n) = ~'(n), Dc!>'(n) = ~l'(n), (2.29) 
i.e., 
For general channel-space Hamiltonians H, *-self-adjoint-
ness can only be guaranteed for the restrictions of H to the H-
invariant subspace spanned by the physical eigenvectors. 5 
A functional calculus may now be defined for HF (loose-
ly) by 
f(H F ) = lIHI(A )E(dA), 
or more explicitly by 
f(H F ) = "'iJ(En )'II(n)~'(n) 
n 2 
+ I If(E~)c!>'(n)~t(n); 
i = t n 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
(cf. the functional calculus for normal or self-adjoint opera-
tors). A form of the functional calculus involving a contour 
integral is also available. Z4 It is easy to see that boundedness 
off( ) ensures convergence of the sums from (2.32) for 
f(HF)'II for any 'IIE'If since 
~f(En )'II(n)(~'(n), 'II) = ~f(En)( IP (n) I ~ ['II]a /'II(n), 
(2.33) 
which is an [Zlinear combination of the 'II(n) and, 
2 I 2:f(E~)c!>'(n)(~i'(n), 'II) 
i -=.:-1 It 
2 A 
= 2: If(E~)(~I'(n), (1 - P)'II)c!>i(n), (2.34) 
i= 1 n 
which is an [2 linear combination of plane waves in each 
component since (~i'(n), (1 - P)'II) is a linear combination of 
Fourier coefficients of the components of (1 - P)'II.21 This 
vector is in 'I: since P is bounded. Furthermore, applying the 
Banach-Steinhaus theorem, we see thatf( ) is bounded en-
sures thatf(H F ) is bounded. 
This property is particularly important for the time-
f c + i/IiH < f dependent theory where operators 0 the Iorm e -- , are 0 
interest. Let us examine in more detail here the properties of 
these semigroups. The following preliminary result is useful: 
Lemma J: Let J: cW' ----<>'1: be the injection operator for 
the physical solutions so 
J lIP (n) = 'II(n) for all n. (2.35) 
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Then under the [Z assumption J is bounded so if 
lIP) = ~n fn lIP (n) then 
( )
1/2 11'II1Iy,.;;IIIJIII·lI lP llw = IIIJIlI ~lfn\Z 
where I III III < + 00 (2.36) 
Proof Boundedness follows from that of P since J = P6 
where ~; = 1 (6)i = 1. A direct proof may also be given using 
the Banach-Steinhaus theorem. As a simple consequence of 
the lemma and Eqs. (2.32)-(2.34), we now have 
Theorem 3: Under the /2 assumption, ± iH F are the 
infinitesimal generators of uniformly bounded Co semi-
groupsZ5 e ± illiHfl. 
We remark that the existence for general H with strictly 
bounded potentials of e ± illiHI has been demonstrated.s,zo 
These will not in general be uniformly bounded. 
Clearly there is a similarity between the structure of the 
Faddeev Hamiltonian HF and a self-adjoint Hamiltonian-
type operator. This is further elucidated by the following 
result: 
Theorem 4: Under the /z-assumption, HF is equivalent 
to the self-adjoint operator 
o 
in the sense that there exists a bounded invertible operator 
Sf' such that 
o 
(2.37) 
o 
Proof By direct construction. A complete set of orthog-
onal eigenvectors for this self-adjoint operator may be cho-
sen as 
(
11P(n)) 
'IIo(n) = ~ , 
+.\Inl ~ (I¢ ~nl»). 
c!>~(n)=( ~ ). 
11,11 (n) 
(2.38) 
The corresponding orthogonal dual vectors are denoted by 
~~(n), ~'(n), ~'(n). The operator SF is given by 
2 
SF = I 'IIo(n)~'(n) + I, I, c!>~(n)~i'(n). (2.39) 
1'= I n 
Boundedness, as usual, follows from the /2 assumption and 
the Banach-Steinhaus theorem. From orthogonality and 
biothogonality, 
2 
Si 1 = L'II(n)~(n) + 2: Ic!>'(n);;;(n). 0 (2.40) 
i= 1 " 
This equivalence further clarifies the way the physics is im-
bedded into Faddeev's Hamiltonian (as well as the appear-
ance of spurious solutions). A corresponding equivalence 
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property holds for general scalar spectral operators H where 
± iH generate uniformly bounded semigroups. 23 As a corol-
lary to the theorem, we have that 
o 
o 
o 
(2.41) 
We remark that the duality mapping D with respect to 
which HF is *-self-adjoint is related to SF by 
(2.42) 
Here C: c(,' ----'" '{j" is the usual Hilbert space conjugate linear 
isomorphism. Also observe that Theorem 4 may be used as 
an alternative basis for providing a functional calculus of H F 
leading simply to such results as Theorem 3. 
Finally we note that throughout this section we have 
assumed that none of the eigenvalues of H and He "acciden-
tally" coincide. Should this happen, it is possible to lose the 
corresponding physical eigenvector which is "replaced" by a 
spurious one. The scalar spectral property of the Faddeev 
Hamiltonian then no longer holds. This case is discussed in 
detail in Appendix C. 
III. FADDEEV'S EQUATIONS FOR A SPATIALLY 
INFINITE SYSTEM 
These equations are obtained from (2.1 )-(2. 3) by remov-
ing the external wall potential and adopting the resulting 
equations for II' defined everywhere, i.e., 
HFW =,J,11', whereHF=Ho+VF' (3.1) 
with Ho and V F defined as previously. In the spatially-infi-
nite case it is convenient to assume that the center-of-mass 
kinetic energy has been removed from T. 
We first exhibit a simple imbedding formula for the true 
three-particle bound states as well as the asymptotic two-
cluster scattering solutions. For the breakup channel (as-
ymptotic three-cluster) scattering solutions, a somewhat 
more complicated formula is derived from formal manipula-
tion of the corresponding integral equations. A set of real 
eigenvalue plane wave spurious solutions providing a basis 
for Y, the real eigenvalue scalar spectral (*-se1f-adjoint) 
property, functional calculus and semigroup properties of 
HF as well as equivalence to a self-adjoint Hamiltonian-like 
operator are easily demonstrated as in the previous section. 
The Hilbert space Hamiltonian H for this system is as-
sumed to have a complete set of eigenvectors (including the 
"weak" scattering solutions). Let II{I (n) denote the normal-
ized true three-body bound states and II{I ,,± (kU , m), a = 1, 
2, 3, denote the scattering solutions for channel a where 
particle a scatters off a bound state of the other particles (if 
such bound states exist). The wave vector k a describes the 
relative asymptotic momentum of particle a and the bound 
state; m is the quantum number for the associated two-parti-
cle bound state; the total energy (excluding center-of-mass 
energy) is denoted by E = E(k''' mI. The breakup-channel 
scattering solutions where the three particles are asymptoti-
cally free are denoted by 11{I6t (kO). Here kO denotes the suit-
ably chosen pair of wave vectors for the relative asymptotic 
momenta with a corresponding kinetic energy E = E (kO) (ex-
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c1uding center-of-mass energy). These wave vectors can 
most conveniently be given as a pair of relative Jacobi mo-
menta. + ( - ) denotes a pre- (post- ) collisional choice of 
these asymptotic conditions. Completeness of H implies that 
1 = II l{I(n)(l{I(n)1 
n 
+ ato~f dkall{la±(k",m) (1{I!(ka,m)l· (3.2) 
Certain of these solutions may be imbedded directly into 
channel-space solutions following a procedure analogous to 
that of the last section. 
The true three-particle bound state solutions satisfy 
(3.3) 
where Go(z) = (z - T)-I and provided En <0. If En > 0, then 
Go(E n ) (or Go(E n lV) is regarded as having been suitably regu-
larized. We define a channel-space vector \fI(n) with 
components 
I~(n) = Go(En}Vj I l{I(n), j= 1,2,3, (3.4) 
and if En > 0, the regularization of GolEn) is chosen so that 
the r.h.s. lies in JY'. This vector satisfies I.] = I Il{Ij(n) 
= II{I(n) and 
(3.5) 
If En is not in the (continuous) spectrum O:r(Hol ofHo (i.e., of 
H j = T + V; for any j),27 then WIn) satisfies the homogen-
eous integral equation 
(3.6) 
where Go(z) = (z - HO)-I. If En ECa(Ho), then Go(En) is re-
garded as suitably regularized. 
The asymptotic two-cluster (a = 1,2, 3) scattering solu-
tions also satisfy 
II{I ,,±(k", m) = Go±(ElVll{I !(k", m) a = 1,2,3, 
(3.7) 
whereE= E(k", m)andGl(E) = limGo(E ± fE)( = Go(E) 
E-"'O 
ifE <0). We define channel-space vectors W! (k'\ m),a = 1, 
2,3, with components 
II{I ~ (k", m) = G l (E)V; II{I a± (k", m), j = 1,2,3 
(3.8) 
so this vector satisfies I.J = I II{I ~ (ka, m) = II{I ! (k", m) 
and 
HFW,,± (k", m) = EWa± (k", m), 
or in integral form, 
(3.9) 
Wa±(k", m) = cfJ,,(k", m) + Gl (E)VFW! (k", m), (3.10) 
where (cfJ,,(ka, mIt = DaJ I¢ (ka) ® I¢m)' I¢ (k") is a plane 
wave for particle a of relative momentum ka and I¢m ) and is 
the mth bound state solution of the appropriate two-particle 
problem. Also Gl (E ) = limGo{E ± tE). It is assumed here 
£--->0 
that the potentials are such that the WIn) are in C6' (Ho-
bounded will do) and the II' a± (k", m) are suitably well-
behaved?? 
For the breakup-channel (asymptotic three-cluster) 
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scattering solutions, the above imbedding procedure is not 
applicable. However, a somewhat more complicated imbed-
ding formula is derived below by resuming the formal solu-
tion of the appropriate channel-space integral equation. 
First denote by It/J l (kO) the two-particle scattering solu-
tions of the equation (T + J-j - E )14> ) = 0 with asymptotic 
wave number kO. The wave function It/J / ) factors as a prod-
uct of a plane wave for partic1ej and a two-particle scattering 
solution for the other particles. If we define two-particle T 
matrices by t l = J-j + Jj G o± t l then G / Jj = G o± t / ' 
JiG / = t / G f, Jj 14> /) = t / It/J ), and It/J /) 
= (1 + G f t l )14> ), where 14> ) is the corresponding three-
particle plane wave. The breakup-channel solution 'fI o± may 
be chosen as any of'fl& .. "j* = 1,2,3, satisfying the integral 
equation 
'fI & .. ) (kO) = cl»ot,) (kO) + Gl (E)V F 'fI &') (ko), (3.11) 
where E = E (kO) and (cI»o=v,) h = okJolt/J l ). Formal expan-
sion of the solution yields 
('fIo'O-))k = okJo l4> ) + G o± t f 14> > + G l t k± 
X (L G o± t / + L G o± t l L G o± t I± + ... ) 14> ). 
dk Nk I#j 
(3.12) 
However, since II[! o±) = 14> l) + G l Vjll[! o± ), we have 
that 
L GfVjJl[!o±) 
Nt 
= L(G o±V;I4>l) +GlV;GlVjll[!cf») 
Nk 
= L G l t l \4> ) + L G o± t / L G o± VI \ IfF l ) 
J#k j#k I#J 
= (L Gltl + L Glt/ L Glt / + ",)14». (3.13) 
J#k Nk I#j 
Consequently one obtains the imbedding formula 
('fIot-dk = OkJ' \4> ) + G cf t k± It/J ) 
+ G o± t k± G o± L J-j II[! o± ) 
J#k 
= okJ·I4> ) + G o± Vk 14> ! ) 
+ G o± Vk G k± L J-j II[! o± ) k = I, 2, 3, (3.14) 
loF k 
which agrees with the result of Benoist-Gueutal and L'Huil-
lier.2S We may verify directly that 'fIo=V.) defined by (3.14) 
satisfies (3.1). 
Thus we have shown that the set {'fI o=v-» 'fI; , a = 1, 2, 
3, 'fI(n)}, for each choice ofj*, is in one-to-one correspon-
dence with the (physical) eigenvectors of the corresponding 
Hilbert space Hamiltonian. 
The spurious solutions are most easily found by writing 
Faddeev's equations in a form analogous to (2.11) (for this 
case there is no external potential of course). Let I tP (k) be a 
complete set of solutions to 
T 14> (k) = E 14> (k), (3.15) 
labeled by a suitable wave vector k. Then a set of spurious 
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solutions {cI»l(k), cl»2(k) J providing a basis for Y is given by 
cl»i(k) = Oil4> (k) i = 1,2, (3.16) 
where 6 i are defined as in the previous section. 
Suppose that for a class of potentials, all L 2-linear com-
binations of the '1'; and 'I' o± are convergent in norm and 
that such linear combinations where the energy is restricted 
to a Borel set of the real line form a closed subspace (L 2 
assumption). This is of course true for the Sum of the compo-
nents and also for the individual components in asymptotic 
regions. (We shall not, however, investigate here the range of 
validity of the L 2 assumption.) It then follows from the dis-
cussion in Appendix A that {'fI&0» 'fI;, a = 1,2,3, 'I'(n)J 
for each choice ofj* and + or -, together with the spur-
ious solutions {cI»l, cl»2) form a basis for <:C;. Note that a suit-
able "limit-in-mean" interpretation will be required for the 
integrals representing linear combinations of these solutions 
(see Titchmarsh29 for a discussion of this problem in the stan-
dard L 2-Fourier theory and Amrein et al.30 for a more gen-
eral case). As discussed previously5 in a general context, the 
non uniqueness of the choice of 'I' o± guarantees the existence 
of spurious wavelike solutions with unphysical asymptotic 
boundary conditions. Indeed we could generate the set of 
spurious solutions described above by taking 
3 
cl»i(k) = L e;.'I'o=v.)(k) i=1,2, (3.17) 
j* = 1 
where from (3.14), each component of the r.h.s. is a plane 
wave as required. The integral equations for cl»i(k) now follow 
automatically from (3.11). Thus another choice of basis for 
YJ would be {'fIo=U"l'j* = 1,2,3, '1';, a = 1,2,3, 'fI(nll (un-
der the L 2 assumption) choosing either + or - . 
All the wavelike solutions discussed above do not lie in 
the channel space YJ and are thus termed more correctly 
"weak eigenvectors", They can be regarded as elements of a 
larger space ~' dual to ~ where ~ C YJ C 'f?' and ~ may be 
chosen as a Banach or countably-normed space dense in ((,. 
The domain of HF can be extended in ~" to include wavelike 
functions.s 
As in the spatially-confined case, it is useful to con-
struct the dual vectors (associated sequence of coefficient 
functionals) corresponding to the chosen basis {'I'(n); 'I' a' 
a = 0, 1,2,3; cl»i, i = 1,2,\ for YJ (where from now on, we 
assume that some specific choice ofj* for 'l'o± = 'l'ot.) and of 
+ or - has been made). They may be used to form a gener-
alized biorthogonal system. The ~'(n) and ~~(ka, m) are given 
by 
3 
(~'(n)t = L (I[!k(n)! = (lJI(n)[ [or all), (3.18) 
k=1 
(~'(k(\ mIt = ~! = I (lJIak (ka, m)1 = < IJI" (ka, m)1 for all 
), a = 0, 1,2,3, 
and they satisfy 
H~~'(n) = En ~'(n), 
H~~~(ka, m) = E(ka , m)~~(ka, m) a = 1, 2, 3, (3.19) 
H~l;;(ko) = E (kO)~b(kO). 
The following generalized biorthogonal relationships are 
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also satisfied: 
(~'(n), \II(m)) = 8m,n' 
(~'(n), cf>i(k)) = (~'(n), \IIa(ka, m)) = 0, 
(~~(ka, m), \(Ip(k'P, n)) = 8a,p8m,n8(ka - k'P), (3.20) 
(~~(ka, m), \(I(m)) = (~~(ka, m), cf>i(k)) = 0, 
for a,/3 = 0, 1,2,3; i=1,2. 
The generalized biorthogonal system is completed by con-
structing dual vectors ~t(k) to the spurious solutions, which 
satisfy 
(3.21) 
Under the L 2 assumption, the above prescription of the ~i'(k) 
is unique in an almost everywhere sense and furthermore 
they satisfy 
(3.22) 
Theorem 5: Under the L 2 assumption, the set 
{~'(n), ~(k), ~~(ka, m), ~i'(k'); \(I(n), \fIo(k), \fIa(ka, m), cf>i(k') 
(a = 1,2, 3, i = 1, 2)J 
is a generalized regular biorthogonal system of C(; providing 
a resolution of the identity 
1 = ~ \(I(n)~'(n) + "to ~ I dka \fIa(ka, m)~~(k", m) 
+ itt I dkcf>i(k)~i'(k). (3.23) 
Furthermore if the sums and/or integrals in (3.23) are re-
placed by partial sums and/or integrals over Borel subsets, a 
bounded (non-self-adjoint) projection operator onto a HE" 
invariant subspace of C(; results. 
Proof Formally, the proof is the same as for Theorem 1. 
Boundedness follows from the closure part oftheL 2 assump-
tion. From the countable additivity, it follows that this boun-
dedness is uniform. 23 0 
Explicit forms for the bounded projection operators 
onto the physical and spurious solutions are again available. 
The structure of HF is described by 
Theorem 6: Under theL 2 assumption, a countably addi-
tive resolution of the identity (spectral family) for HF is given 
by 
E(8) = L \II(n)~'(n) 
EnED 
+ "to ~ L,k",m,EIJ dk" \(Ia(k'" m)~~(ka, m) 
+ it L'k'EIJ d k cf>i(k)~i'(k), 
(3.24) 
where 8 are Borel sets in the complex plane; (here, in the real 
line would suffice). Thus HF is a spectral operator. 
Furthermore, 
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n 
+ lo ~ I dka E(ka, m)(~~(k", m), \II)\IIa(ka, m) 
+ itt I d k E (k)(~i'(k), \IIW(k) 
= f ,iE(d,i ) \II, 
L(HFl 
(3.25) 
where \IIEdom(HF) and.a (HF) is an open set containing the 
spectrum ofH F. Thus HF is also scalar spectral. 
Proof Formally, the proof is the same as for Theorem 2. 
o 
As a corollary of Theorem 6, we have that HF is "'-self-ad-
joint where the involution'" is associated with the duality 
mapping induced by the regular biorthogonal system of ei-
genvectors (cf. Sec. II). A functional calculus may now be 
defined for HI" (loosely) by [cf. (2.31) and (2.32)] 
I(HF ) = ( I(A ) E(d,i ), (3.26) Ja (H.l 
or more explicitly by 
I(HF ) = L/(En)\II(n)~'(n) 
n 
+ ato ~ I dka I(E(ka, m))\IIa(ka, m)~~(k", m) 
+ itt I dk I(E(k)W(k)~i·(k). 
(3.27) 
The analogs of Theorems 3 and 4 hold for the spatially-infi-
nite case. Thus, under the L 2 assumption, ± iHF generate 
uniformly bounded Co semigroups. In Appendix D, we de-
scribe the use of this result to obtain a prescription for the 
imbedding of normalized Hilbert space eigenfunctions via a 
mean ergodic theorem for HF. Also HI" is equivalent to the 
self-adjoint operator 
G 0 1) Ho 0 
in the sense that 
BFHFB,c' ~G 0 1J Ho (3.28) 0 
where B F is a bounded invertible operator which has a repre-
sentation analogous to (2.39) and is simply related to the 
duality mapping with respect to which HF is "'-self-adjoint 
[cf. (2.42)]. 
An explicit construction of the dual vectors associated 
with the spurious solutions is a little more complicated here. 
Formally, the construction is the same as in the last section. 
If \(IoUO) (k) is chosen as the physical breakup-channel solu-
tion, then pick 93 so that () : = 8iJo i = 1, 2, 3 and 9 t , 92 as 
previously. The corresponding biorthogonal duals satisfy 
X3 ' = (1,1, I)andx;~ = Ofori = 1,2. By analogy with (2.26) 
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we have 
~r(k) = ~r(k) - I(~r(k), \II(n))~'(n) 
n 
ato ~ f dku (~r(k), \IIu(ka, m))~~(ka, m), (3.29) 
where ~r(k) = Xi' (4) (k)1 with Xi' described above. The inner 
product (~r(k), \II(n)) may be evaluated immediately as it is a 
convergent integral (at least as a "limit-in-mean"); however, 
the expression (~r(k). \II a (ka , m)) may be regarded as a singu-
lar measure with respect to the wave vectors and must be 
considered more carefully (see Appendix E). Note that the xt 
determine the asymptotic plane wave structure of the ~t(k) 
(i = 1,2) and ~(kO) (i = 3) as well as the inhomogeneous 
terms in the integral equations for these wave functions5 (see 
Appendix F). 
IV. FADDEEV'S EQUATIONS WITH A TRUE THREE-
BODY POTENTIAL 
In previous sections we have considered only the case of 
pairwise interactions between the three particles. Here we 
also allow for the possibility of a true three-body interaction 
VI2J so the Hamiltonian of the system is given by 
H = T + Ve + Vm + L~ = I Vk • In this work we shall con-
sider only the spatially infinite case with Ve ==0. An analysis 
of the simpler spatially confined problem analogous to Sec. 
II could easily be developed. The potential VI23 may be in-
troduced into the matrix Hamiltonian of Sec. III in many 
ways which satisfy the summation property (1.1). Those pre-
serving a simple imbedding procedure are described below. 
Consider the case where the potential VI 23 is introduced 
along anyone of the three rows as, for example, in 
(
T + VI + VI23 VI + VI23 VI + VIB) 
HF = V2 T+ V2 V2 .(4.1) 
V3 V1 T+ V1 
It is convenient to introduce some further notation. Let 
V; + 123 = V; + V123 , Hj + 123 = T + V; + 123' GJ+ 123 (z) 
= (z - H j + 123 ) ~ I, and let 4> j ~ 123 satisfy (E - H j + 123) 
14> l+ 123) = 0 and correspond asymptotically to a plane 
wave. Further define t A 123 = V; + 123 + V; + 123 G l t It- 123 
so Gj~ 123 V;+ 123 = Go±tj~ 123' V;+ 12314> j~ 123) 
=tj~I23I4» and 14>/+123) =(1 +Go±ti~m)I4»· 
The imbedding formulas for both the true three-particle 
bound states as well as the asymptotic two-cluster scattering 
solutions have the same form 
1'PI(n) = Go(En)VI+I23I'P(n), 
l'Pj(n) = Go(En)V;I'P(n), 
j = 2, 3, (4.2) 
where suitable regularization is required if En;'O and for 
a = 1,2,3, 
I 'P 11 ) = G o± (E )VI + 1231 'P ! ), 
I 'P 0 ) = G o± (E ) ~ I 'P a±) j = 2, 3. (4.3) 
An imbedding formula for the breakup-channel scattering 
solution may again be obtained from a formal resummation 
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of the corresponding integral equation giving 
(\IIot-))1 = DI •i .l4> ) + G 0* t t+ 1231rf1 ) 
+ Glt I~ I23 G O±(V2 + V3)1'P l), 
(\110].1)' = DkJ.I4» + G o± t k± IrfI) (4.4) 
+Gftk±GO±(VI+I23+ Vk)I'Po±), 
[k, k I = [2, 3l· 
As should be clear from (4.4), the spurious solutions have 
exactly the same plane wave form as for the operator of Sec. 
III. Given an appropriate L 2 assumption, the results of that 
section on the real eigenvalue scalar spectral (·-self-adjoint) 
property, the semigroup property and equivalence to the 
self-adjoint Hamiltonian-like operator of (3.28) are again 
valid here. 
Next we consider the case where the potential VI2J is 
introduced along the diagonal 
(4.5) 
Denote Ht23 = T + V123 , G123(z) = (z - H\23)~ 1, and let 
Irfl 1~3) satisfy (E - H 123 )lrfI 1~3) = 0 and correspond asymp-
totically to a plane wave. Further define t j1m 
= V; + VjG 113 t i1m so G j~ 123 Vi = G 113 t j1m, 
V; 14> j~ 123) = t j1m lif 113) and 14> j~ 123 ) 
= (1 + G 113 t ll23)l4> 113)' 
Let us suppose first that there is no eigenvalue common 
to the point spectra of Hand HI23 should these sets be non-
empty. Then the imbedding formula for the true three-parti-
cle bound states is given by 
where suitable regularization is required if En 
EC(J'(H123 ) = [0, (0). Similarly, for the two-cluster scattering 
solutions a = 1,2,3, 
From the same approach as described previously, one ob-
tains for the breakup-channel solutions 
(\IIO].))k = DkJ.I4> 11.1) + G 113 t [=/12.114> /1.1) 
+ G 1~3t ,±/I23 G 1~.1 I J!}11f/(i'-), (4.8) jerk 
k=1,2,3. 
A set of spurious solutions providing a basis for .'/ is 
given here by ~i = Oil if ), i = 1,2 where Irfl ) satisfies 
(E - HI2.1)lif ) = o. (4.9) 
So as well as the spurious wavelike solutions apparent 
from (4.8), there may also be real-eigenvalue-normalizable 
spurious solutions. Under an appropriate L 2 assumption, the 
spectral and semi group properties described previously 
again hold for this operator, except that it is now equivalent 
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to 
° 
° ) o . 
HI23 
Let us return to the case where there is an accidental 
coincidence of one or more eigenvalues of Hand Hm. It is 
clear that the simple imbedding procedure for the bound-
state solutions of H is no longer valid. If such a solution is 
missing then a simple adaptation of the discussion of Appen-
dix C shows that a generalized eigenvector may be construct-
ed instead as a replacement. The operator HF under the L 2 
assumption is type-one spectral. 
A slightly different approach is to explicitly introduce a 
fourth breakup channel, still preserving the summation 
property (l.l). We consider (cf. Newton31 ) 
VI VI 
HF = 
(
T+ VI23 
V2 
V
I23 
) 
V2 ' 
V3 T+ V3 
(4.10) 
which acts on vectors'll with four components IlJIj ),) = 0,1, 
2, 3. The imbedding formulas for both the true three-particle 
bound states as well as the asymptotic two-cluster scattering 
solutions again have the same form 
IlJIo(n) = Go(En)Vl23llJ1(n), 
I I/) (n) = Go(EnWjllJl(n), (4.11) 
) = 1,2,3, 
where a suitable regularization is required if En >0, and for 
a = 1,2,3, 
IIJI a"D) = G l (E )VI23IIJ1 ;} ), 
IIJI ~ ) = G cit (E) Vj IIJI a± ), (4.12) 
) = 1,2,3. 
The usual approach for the breakup-channel solutions yields 
for)* = 0, 1,2,3 
3 
+G o±ti13I¢) +GltlihGl 2: VjllJl o±), 
j= \ 
('IInt-) k = boJ-11/> ) 
+ Go±t til/» + Go±t k±Gl 
x(vm + 2: Vj)llJI o±), 
Hk 
k = 1,2,3, (4.13) 
where t 1~3 satisfy t 113 = Vm + VmG rf t 113 so G i~3 VI23 
= G l t \"'23' V123 I¢ 1}3) = t i131¢ >, and 11,6 113) 
=(1 + Glt!'13)I¢)· 
It is clear from (4.13) and also from simple rearrange-
ment of the differential equations that there is a set of plane 
wave spurious solutions which span .J". Under the appropri-
ate L 2 assumption, the spectral and semigroup properties 
described previously again hold for this operator, which is 
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equivalent to 
o 0 
Ho 0 
° Ho 
° 0 
V. DISCUSSION 
We briefly review the discussion ofL'Huillier et al. 15 on 
the componentwise interpretation of the asymptotic two-
cluster scattering solutions as this gives further insight into 
their nature. These sorts of considerations also lead to simple 
deductions on the nature of the spurious wavelike solutions 
compatible with our findings. These results are of more gen-
eral applicability, as will be observed with regard to the N-
particle Faddeev-like equations of the above authors. In fact, 
the Faddeev equations considered here are just one example 
of a wave-function formulation of many-particle scattering 
theory where the components of the asymptotic two-cluster 
scattering solutions are related to the Hilbert space solution 
by operators acting as asymptotic filters in various asymp-
totic regions, i.e., selecting specific types of outgoing waves 
(see Vanzani et al.32 ). 
For the spatially-infinite Faddeev equation of Sec. III, 
the filter operators are just those used for the imbedding of 
the corresponding scattering solutions, i.e., 
Fj(E) = Go±(E)Vj ) = 1,2,3, (5.1) 
so II/)} = Fj IIJI). Since Vj is zero outside the)-tube, \5 IlJIj ) 
must satisfy (E - T) IlJIj ) = 0 there, and thus for the a = 1, 
2,3 scattering solutions corresponds to a (hyper-) spherical 
breakup wave distribution among all three components. 
From the differential form of Faddeev's equation, for any 
eigenvector, 
(5.2) 
where the Faddeev source S J = Vj'2k h IlJIk ) is confined to 
the) tube. Thus outside the) tube, II/) satisfies 
(E - T)llJIj ) = 0, which can correspond to the breakup part 
of a scattering solution or a spurious plane wave solution. 
The nonspurious part of II/) evolves under ~ asymptoti-
cally in the) tube and thus supports bound states only in 
channel). 
If we consider the scattering solutions of the four-chan-
nel Faddeev equations, then the choice of asymptotic condi-
tion for the incoming part can always be made to give the 
incoming wave function components the appropriate phys-
ical interpretation (including the breakup, i.e., choose 
)* = 0). Also, only II/) can support) channel bound states in 
the outgoing part of the solution. For '110 (0) or'll a± a = 1,2,3 
where E> 0, there will, however, be a (hyper-) spherical out-
going breakup wave distributed between all four compo-
nents, thus destroying the "perfect" componentwise 
interpretation. 33 
The N-particle Faddeev-like equations of L'Huillier et 
al. have the form 
where r and a are two-cluster channels and r y is the irredu-
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cible y-connected potential. The asymptotic two-cluster 
scattering solutions (and true N-particle bound state solu-
tions) may be imbedded into solutions of the above equation 
using the filter operator Fy(E) = G o± (E )ey'y. For scattering 
solutions, ('II)y includes a y-bound-state part (should it exist) 
in the y tube as well as finer-clustered parts in appropriately 
larger regions. By inspection we see that these equations also 
have a set of plane wave component spurious solutions. 
Without a demonstration of the imbedding of various multi-
cluster scattering solutions, a complete spectral theory for 
the operator corresponding to (5.3) is not available. 
Reviewing the results presented, we note that the Fad-
deev type channel-space Hamiltonians examined here pro-
vide the first example of the postulated scalar spectral struc-
ture for general channel-space Hamiltonians5 (except in 
certain "accidental" cases). For a spatially infinite system 
with pairwise interactions (Sec. III) the operator is particu-
larly simple, having no normalizable spurious solutions and 
having a real spectrum. Furthermore, the wavelike spurious 
solutions have the simplest possible structure for the three-
channel, three-particle case, being plane wavelike every-
where rather than just asymptotically. The second example 
of Sec. IV is more indicative of the general case, where nor-
malized spurious solutions may also exist (although this case 
is still special in that the solutions have real rather than com-
plex eigenvalues). The technique of elucidating the channel-
space Hamiltonian structure by presenting an equivalent op-
erator with simple structure has broader applicability except 
that normal operators must in general be used. 34 
For both infinite and spatially confined systems, exam-
ples of the possible breakdown of the scalar spectral property 
have been given. A normalizable physical eigenvector is "re-
placed" by a spurious one, as has been anticipated from spec-
tral theoretic arguments for general channel-space Hamilto-
nians.s The method of construction of appropriate 
generalized eigenvectors is also quite general, given a basis 
property of the spurious solutions on Y. 
In future work, the nice scalar spectral property of the 
Faddeev Hamiltonian will be a powerful tool in analyzing 
the structure and spectral theory of related Hamiltonians, 
e. g., the three-particle BKL T choices. 34 Spurious multipliers 
are used here as intertwining operators. 
APPENDIX A 
We review some results developed previously5 which 
relate the imbedding of H eigenvectors to the completeness 
and basis properties of H eigenvectors. If the physical and 
spurious eigenvectors are complete on the channel space, 
then it is necessary for all of the Hilbert space eigenvectors of 
H to be imbedded into those of H (strictly, "almost all" for 
continuous eigenvalues). There are also partial converses to 
this result. Suppose that all the eigenvectors of H are com-
plete, so any vector in H can be approximated in norm by a 
certain class of linear combinations of these eigenvectors. 
Suppose, first, that the corresponding approximating linear 
combinations of channel-space eigenvectors are convergent 
(a trivial result if all the eigenvalues are discrete, i.e., the 
spatially-confined case5 ). Then we have the physical chan-
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nel-space eigenvectors together with any complete set on 
Y = ! 'IIE~ : La \1/1 a) = 0 1 are complete on ~. Second, 
suppose that for any convergent linear combination of eigen-
vectors of H, the corresponding linear combination of chan-
nel-space eigenvectors is convergent in norm. Then we have 
that the physical channel-space eigenvectors together with 
any basis for Y form a basis for ~ . These results are used in 
Sees. II, III, and IV. 
APPENDIXB 
An operator T for which there exists a countably addi-
tive resolution of the identity {E(a ) 1 is called spectral. In 
particular, such bounded projections commute with each 
other, with T and E(q} ) = 0, E(C) = 1. Such operators may be 
decomposed as follows: 
where S = SA E(dA ) is the scalar part and N is quasinilpo-
tent, i.e., 
lim IIIN"IIII!" = O. 
n - .. co 
{ E(a ) 1 commute with both Sand N. 
If/( ) is analytic on an open set.:1 (T) containing the 
spectrum arT) ofT, then we have the functional calculus 
(formally) 
I(T) = "~O (~;) L IT/ 1")( A) E(dA) 
and 
I(S) = fl( A ) E(d A). 
We say a spectral operator T is to type m if Nm + I = O. If 
m < 00, then the residual spectrum Ra(T) = 0. Type '0' spec-
tral operators are called scalar spectral, e.g., 
n X n matrices are spectral 
normal operators are scalar spectral, 
S is scalar spectral. 
Sufficient conditions for the spectral property have been de-
scribed by Dunford and Schwartz? I Direct verification of 
these is, however, expected to be extremely difficult for 
channel-space Hamiltonians (Chandler'5). An alternative 
characterization is more convenient. 1fT is spectral and the 
spectrum is denumerable, then every vector in the space has 
an unconditionally convergent expansion in terms of"gener-
ali zed eigenvectors" 'II n say. 1fT is type m, then these satisfy 
These ideas extend in the usual "weak" fashion to the case 
where a continuous spectrum is present. Thus for scalar 
spectral operators, e.g., HF , the standard type of eigenvector 
expansion is valid. We shall show that the more general type 
1 operators are relevant to the analysis of channel-space 
Hamiltonians where, for example, not all the Hilbert space 
Schrodinger equation solutions are imbedded into physical 
eigenvectors. 
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APPENDIXC 
Here we investigate a situation where the scalar spectral 
property of the spatially confined Faddeev Hamiltonian HF 
could breakdown. This is the case where one or more eigen-
values of H and He accidentally coincide, possibly causing 
the simple imbedding procedure for the corresponding H 
eigensolutions not to be valid. Specifically, suppose that 
En =E?,. =E(K),say,wherenE///·",mE./(", 
whereJJl" and J/" are finite sets (for each K). 
To understand the cause of the breakdown of imbed-
ding, it is instructive to consider the above case as the limit of 
a sequence of well-behaved problems (as discussed in Sec. II). 
We perturb He and Hby £ Ve to give He and H with non coin-
cident eigenvalues E?" and En and corresponding eigenvec-
tors I¢ (m) and 1«P(n), respectively. Thus En - E?,.~ as 
£-+0 if nE/Y" , mE./(". Weare particularly interested in the 
behavior of'qI(n) with nE.;/I" as £~. Now, for nEff", 
1«P(n) = Ge(En WI«P(n) 
= I (¢(~)I vL~(n) 1¢lm) 
m£~. En -E m 
+ ~e(EnWI«P(n), 
where 
Gelz)=(z-il
e
)-'= I 1¢(m)(¢(m)1 +~e(z), 
m£~. z-E~ 
so (¢ (m)1 V 1l/i(n)/(En - E?,. )-+(tP (m)\ CJI(n), a finite con-
stant, as £-+0. 
From Sec. II, the components of the imbedded channel-
space solution qI(n), nEff", are given by 
\ «Pj(n) = I (¢(m)I~I~(n) I¢(m) + ~e(En)Vjl«P(n) 
m£k. En - Em 
and 
I¢ (m)-+ltP (m), 
,'1 e(En)~ 1«P(n)_~ e(En)~ I CJI(n), 
(¢(m)1 ~Il/i(n) . 
- _ ->-00, J= 1,2,3, 
En -E?,. 
as £-0. Consequently if nEY", 
d· ( ij/(n) (.l..i() . ) 1St -_-- ,span '!' m I = 1, 2, mE~,,) -+0 as £---..0, jj'l1(n)11 
i.e., the normalized form of the physical solution ij/(n) co-
alesces with the spurious solutions cf>i(m) i = 1,2, mE./(" as 
£_0. 
Let us now return to the analysis of the limiting situa-
tion described above. Suppose that there are no imbedded 
phy~ical eigenvectors corresponding to I CJI(n) for 
nE1/'" ( ~ .;)i,,) for each K. First observe that for such n, if we 
choose any 'I1(n) such that I.}=, I ~(n) = I CJI(n), then 
(HF - E(K))'I1(n)EY. 
Further, it is easily verified that we can modify 'I1(n) by add-
ing a suitable linear combination of the c\li(m) i = 1,2, 
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mLit ", so that, specifically, 
2 
(HF -E(K))'I1(n) = I I C7,m c\li(m) 
i= 1 mE.// K 
for some C ~m not all zero. With such a choice we have 
(HF - E(K)f'l1(n) = O. 
Since HF couples 'I1(n) and c\li(m) for nEff .. , mE./( .. , it is 
not scalar spectral. However, given the [z assumption, it 
could at worst be spectral of finite type since the coupling is 
on a finite-dimensional subspace and the above construction 
of the generalized eigenvectors 'I1(n) shows that it is type 1. 
This results from the summation property of H F and the 
completeness of the spurious solutions. To elucidate this 
structure we observe that since I 'I1(n), c\li(mll provides a basis 
for CG', we may uniquely define a set of biorthogonal dual 
vectors I ~'(n), ;i'(mll. Clearly 
(~'(n))j = (CJI(n)l, j = 1,2,3 
and (H~ - En)~'(n) = 0'. 
lt is readily verified that, provided mLlt" for any K, 
(~i'(m), (HF - E~)'I1) = 0 for '11 = cJ>i(m), 'I1(n), 
where nM/" for any K, and if nE:1/'" then 
(;"(m), (HF - E?" )'I1(n)) 
= (;i'(m), it, pE.2;. CZpc\li(p) + it, PE-2;.(E~ - E~)'I1(n)) 
=0, 
Consequently, (H~ - E?,,) ~i'(m) = 0' (provided mU ,,). 
However if m~" for some K, then 
(~i'(m), (HF - E?,.)'I1(n)) = C7.mifnE/V~ 
so ~i'(m) may not be an eigenvector of H;'. However, it is 
easily demonstrated that 
(H~ - E?,. f~i'(m) = 0'. 
By way of example, consider the simplest case, where the 
only eigenvalue coincidence is En> = E~. = E., say. Sup-
pose that the imbedding for I CJI (n*) breaks down; then we 
construct 'I1(n*) so that 
(HF - E. )'I1(n*) = C,c\I'(m*) + Czc\l2(m*). 
lt is appropriate here to replace c\li(m *) with linearly indepen-
dent linear combinations cf>i(m*) so that 
~'(m*) = C,c\I'(m*) + C2c\12(m*). T~n if ~'(n*), ~"(m*), 
~z'(m*) are the biorthogonal duals, ~2'(m*) is now an eigen-
vector of H~, and HF has the structure 
'I1(n*) cf>'(m*) cf>2(m*) 
~~:~:~) (~. :. ~) 
~2'(m*) 0 0 E. 
In the notation of Appendix B, E(En), n =In* and E(E?,.), 
m =I m * are simply the projection operators onto the corre-
sponding H rinvariant eigenspaces. The resolution of the 
identity is completed by 
E(E.) = ('I1(n*)~'(n*) + cf>l(m*)~"(m*)) + cf>2(m*)g2'(m*), 
which also decomposes as a sum of two HF-invariant projec-
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tion operators. Finally, 
N = (HF - E. JE(E.) = ~}(m*);'(n*), 
and, of course, N2 = O. 
Various other specific cases can be analyzed similarly. 
APPENDIX D 
Suppose that the L 2 assumption for H F of Sec. III holds. 
Then H F is real eigenvalue scalar spectral and satisfies a 
mean ergodic theorem. Explicitly, the following holds. Let 
E(En) denote the projection operator onto the bound-state 
eigenvectors with eigenvalue En. Then 
E(En)= s·lim __ l_f"e±itHFe=FiIE"dt. 
(I, - I,)~oo t2 - t) " 
To prove this result directly one first expresses a vector 
'l'in C(f explicitly as a linear combination of the basis eigen-
vectors of HF • Then the Lebesgue dominated convergence 
theorem may be used to show that 
II E(En)'I' - _1_ I" e ± itH F e =F iIE"'I' dt 11-0 t2 - t} I, 
as t2 - t}-oo. 
Alternatively, the result may be proved using (3.28) and 
the mean ergodic theorem for the self-adjoint operator 
o 
H o 
o 
0) o . 
Ho 
It is easily checked that for any 'l'EC(f such that~" 11/',,) 
= II/' (n) we have E(En)'I' = 'I'(n). 
Consequently the mean ergodic theorem provides an 
alternate imbedding procedure for the bound-state solu-
tions. We remark that the existence of such an imbedding for 
general channel-space Hamiltonians is at present 
unresolved. 
APPENDIX E 
In the expression (3.29) for the spurious dual eigenvec-
tors we must examine singular expressions of the form 
(;i'(k), 'I' a± (ka , m)). It is convenient to introduce a Jacobi 
decomposition of the wave vectors, i.e., k = (k), k23) = "', 
where k} is the momentum of I relative to the pair 23 and k23 
the momentum of 2 relative to 3. For the corresponding ki-
netic energy E = E) + E23 = ''', and plane wave 
I~ (k) = I~ (k}) ® I~ (k23J> = .... 
It is easily verified from (3.8) and (3.10) that 
('I'a± (k", m))j = oaJ I~ (ka) ® I~m) 
+ Gt-t/Gt- Vjll/' : (k", m), 
a = 1,2,3, 
so, for example, 
(~i'(k), 'I'}±(kl, m)) = X ;o(k} - k})(~(k23l1¢m(23) 
+ L xj(~(k)IGo±t/GtVjll/')±(kl,m). 
j~j' 
From (3.14) and notingthatx j. = o eliminates theo (k - kG) 
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term, we have 
(~i'(k), '1'0'0.) (kO)) 
= X ([o(k) - k~)(~ (k23)IG l (E~3)t}(E~3 )I~ (k~3» 
+ (~(k)IG f t I± G a± V I 11/'0'0.) (kO) ] 
+ (1-2-3-1) + (1-3-2-1), 
and here G a± and t~ are the true two-body operators corre-
sponding to G a± and t j ± . The operators G t and G l ap-
pearing to the left above may be decomposed into Cauchy 
principal-value and energy delta-function parts. 3 ) This 
makes explicit all delta functions in the above expressions, 
since the remaining operators are connected. The detailed 
behavior of the regular terms appearing depends on the na-
ture of the potentials. 27 
APPENDIX F 
Some results for the dual eigenvectors in the spatially 
infinite case of Sec. III are presented here, omitting eigenvec-
tor labels where possible, for simplicity. By definition, for 
a=I,2,3. 
[;:T=(I/',;tl, 'tIi 
so [S- ell ']) ~ (~(all ® (~m I, 'tIi asymptotically where I~ (a) 
is a plane wave for particle a, and I~m > is a bound state in the 
other particles, However, 
~ , = ~~ + ~± V FGJ' , 
where [s~]) = Oaj (~(a)1 ® (~m I· Also, since 
[~± ']j = (I/' <it I, 'tIi, 
we have that [U 't ~ <~ I, 'tIior~±' ~X3'(~ I in the breakup 
region (here I~ ) is a plane wave) and 
~ , = ~t-' + U V FGJ' , 
where [So± ']) = (~/ I, 'tIi so ~Oi '.(E - Ho) = 0' and So±' 
~X3' <~ I in the breakup region, The above mentioned inte-
gral equations for ;a± ' and ~:!- ' reduce to the LS-GT equa-
tions if we explicitly set all the components of these vectors 
equal. 
For the spurious duals, from biorthogonality, we must 
have 
;±i'~xi'<~I, i= 1,2, 
in the breakup region. They must satisfy the integral 
equations 
;+1' =;1:i' +;±i'VFG(;, 
where [;' 1'1; =X;(~/ " 'tIj. 
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